
Course / Module GLACIP Module 1 
Location DBHW Mosbach – Campus Bad Mergentheim 

Department / Program GLACIP 

ECTS Credits  

Workload 64 lecture hours 

Time of Exam(s) at the end of the module 

Kind and duration of 
Exam(s) / 
Assignment(s) 

The written exam lasts 135 minutes. 

Grading  The written exam counts 100 %. 
The examination is passed, if 50% of the score are achieved (4.0). 

Learning Methods German is (almost) the only language spoken during the lesson. Vocabulary and 
language structures are conveyed by means of daily topics and deepened with a 
variety of exercises. Students are encouraged and asked to apply in everyday life 
what they have learned. This is prepared with the help of role plays. Moreover, 
games concerning vocabulary, grammar and syntax serve to deepen what they 
have learned. From the beginning, big emphasis is put on the correct pronunciation, 
which is deepened with phonetic exercises and games.  
For more effective learning, language learning strategies are conveyed. Short tests 
serve to check the learning progress. A regular and active attendance at the 
language course is expected. Homework and the self-dependent repetition of the 
learning matter are required. 

Prerequisite(s) Attendance at two three-month basic courses 

Successive Course Module 2 

Learning Objectives The students are able to formulate thoughts, simple sentences and questions. They 
are able to answer questions. They write short texts. They can manage everyday 
situations like going shopping in the supermarket/ in the bakery etc. and the visit of 
a café or a restaurant in German. They are able to book a room in a hostel, to ask 
the way or to ask for information about the opening hours of museums etc. 

Readings Textbook A1 + (part 1) 

Summary of Content A high motivation for learning a foreign language is expected by the course 
participants. Cultural aspects like the geography of the country, the speaking of 
different dialects and the eating culture in Germany and in the home country 
represent, besides teaching language structures and vocabulary, a central issue. 
The students acquire an additional language qualification at level A.1.1. It 
represents an important additional qualification for a subsequent professional 
activity in cooperation with or in German companies. 

 


